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This unique edition of the most important book in the
history of Western civilization offers an exciting new
approach to the most influential of all English biblical
texts - the Authorized King James Version, complete with
the Apocrypha. Its wide-ranging introduction and notes
draw on the most up-to-date scholarship to show how
and why the Bible has affected the literature, art, and
general culture of the English-speaking world.
ControlExposing the Truth About GunsSimon and
Schuster
Teaching Stephen King critically examines the works of
Stephen King and several ways King can be
incorporated into the high school and college classroom.
The section on Variations on Horror Tropes includes
chapters on the vampire, the werewolf, the undead
monster, and the ghost. The section on Real Life Horror
includes chapters on King's school shooting novella
Rage, sexual violence, and coming of age narratives.
Finally, the section on Playing with Publishing includes
chapters on serial publishing and The Green Mile, ebooks, and graphic novels.
From the New York Times bestselling author of White
Rage, an unflinching, critical new look at the Second
Amendment--and how it has been engineered to deny
the rights of African Americans since its inception. In The
Second, historian and award-winning, bestselling author
of White Rage Carol Anderson powerfully illuminates the
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history and impact of the Second Amendment, how it
was designed, and how it has consistently been
constructed to keep African Americans powerless and
vulnerable. The Second is neither a “pro-gun” nor an
“anti-gun” book; the lens is the citizenship rights and
human rights of African Americans. From the
seventeenth century, when it was encoded into law that
the enslaved could not own, carry, or use a firearm
whatsoever, until today, with measures to expand and
curtail gun ownership aimed disproportionately at the
African American population, the right to bear arms has
been consistently used as a weapon to keep African
Americans powerless--revealing that armed or unarmed,
Blackness, it would seem, is the threat that must be
neutralized and punished. Throughout American history
to the twenty-first century, regardless of the laws, court
decisions, and changing political environment, the
Second has consistently meant this: That the second a
Black person exercises this right, the second they pick
up a gun to protect themselves (or the second that they
don't), their life--as surely as Philando Castile's, Tamir
Rice's, Alton Sterling's--may be snatched away in that
single, fatal second. Through compelling historical
narrative merging into the unfolding events of today,
Anderson's penetrating investigation shows that the
Second Amendment is not about guns but about antiBlackness, shedding shocking new light on another
dimension of racism in America.
Recruited into an exclusive government school where
students are taught the science of coercion to support a
secretive organization, orphaned street hustler Emily
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Ruff becomes the school's most talented prodigy before
catastrophically falling in love.
Best Book of 2020 New York Times |NPR | New York
Post "This hushed suspense tale about thwarted dreams
of escape may be her best one yet . . . Its own kind of
masterpiece." --Maureen Corrigan, The Washington Post
"A new Tana French is always cause for celebration . . .
Read it once for the plot; read it again for the beauty and
subtlety of French's writing." --Sarah Lyall, The New York
Times Cal Hooper thought a fixer-upper in a bucolic Irish
village would be the perfect escape. After twenty-five
years in the Chicago police force and a bruising divorce,
he just wants to build a new life in a pretty spot with a
good pub where nothing much happens. But when a
local kid whose brother has gone missing arm-twists him
into investigating, Cal uncovers layers of darkness
beneath his picturesque retreat, and starts to realize that
even small towns shelter dangerous secrets. "One of the
greatest crime novelists writing today" (Vox) weaves a
masterful, atmospheric tale of suspense, asking how to
tell right from wrong in a world where neither is simple,
and what we stake on that decision.
A controversial TV and radio host presents a passionate
case for guns, arguing that gun control isn't really about
controlling guns at all; it's about controlling the people.
Original.
Stephen King, el narrador legendario de imaginación
incontenible, nos regala una espectacular novela sobre
un buen tipo con un trabajo muy malo. Billy Summers es
un asesino a sueldo y el mejor en lo suyo, pero tiene una
norma: solo acepta un encargo si su objetivo es
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realmente mala persona. Ahora Billy quiere dejarlo, pero
todavía le queda un último golpe. Y siendo uno de los
mejores francotiradores del mundo, un veterano
condecorado de la guerra de Irak, un auténtico Houdini
cuando toca desaparecer después de finiquitar un
trabajo, ¿qué podría salirle mal? Todo. ENGLISH
DESCRIPTION From legendary storyteller and #1
bestseller Stephen King, whose "restless imagination is
a power that cannot be contained" (The New York Times
Book Review), comes a thrilling new novel about a good
guy in a bad job. Billy Summers is a man in a room with
a gun. He's a killer for hire and the best in the business.
But he'll do the job only if the target is a truly bad guy.
And now Billy wants out. But first there is one last hit.
Billy is among the best snipers in the world, a decorated
Iraq war vet, a Houdini when it comes to vanishing after
the job is done. So what could possibly go wrong? How
about everything.This spectacular can't-put-it-down novel
is part war story, part love letter to small town America
and the people who live there, and it features one of the
most compelling and surprising duos in King fiction, who
set out to avenge the crimes of an extraordinarily evil
man. It's about love, luck, fate, and a complex hero with
one last shot at redemption.You won't put this story
down, and you won't forget Billy.
We sold 347 eBooks in January of 2011. In just six
months, by July 2011, we were selling 65,000 eBooks a
month. From that modest beginning, by 2011’s end, we
had sold over 400,000 eBooks. This book will give you
the details on how we did that and built a seven-figure
indie publishing house in just two years. Whether you
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have been published by a New York publisher, an
independent press, an ePublisher, self-published or
considering all of your options, this book contains all the
information you need to make an informed decision
about your career as an author in today’s fast moving
digital world. We start out with content and theory, giving
you a feel for where the industry has been and where it
is going. We cover the various types of publishing, goal
setting and help you find where you fit in the 3 P’s
(Product, Platform and Promotion). From there we go
into the digital process and the nuts and bolts of covers,
editing and uploading. Finally we cover pre and post
publication strategies. Everything from creating your own
unique branding plan, social media and marketing,
pricing, understanding the market, metadata and
discoverability. All of which is your roadmap to being a
successful author regardless of your path to publication.
Its a great time to be an author. Lead, follow or get the
hell out of the way!
Series numbering on title page and cover appears as a
Roman numeral.
Mass shootings have become the “new normal” in
American life. The same can be said for the public
debate that follows a shooting: blame is cast, political
postures are assumed, but no meaningful policy changes
are enacted. In After Gun Violence, Craig Rood argues
that this cycle is the result of a communication problem.
Without advocating for specific policies, Rood examines
how Americans talk about gun violence and suggests
how we might discuss the issues more productively and
move beyond our current, tragic impasse. Exploring the
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ways advocacy groups, community leaders, politicians,
and everyday citizens talk about gun violence, Rood
reveals how the gun debate is about far more than just
guns. He details the role of public memory in shaping the
discourse, showing how memories of the victims of gun
violence, the Second Amendment, and race relations
influence how gun policy is discussed. In doing so, Rood
argues that forgetting and misremembering this history
leads interest groups and public officials to entrenched
positions and political failure and drives the public further
apart. Timely and innovative, After Gun Violence
advances our understanding of public discourse in an
age of gridlock by illustrating how public deliberation and
public memory shape and misshape one another. It is a
search to understand why public discourse fails and how
we can do better.
LJ Hardwick is studying for a literature degree when
secret agent Mark Grant appears at her university room
window and tells her she has to get from England to New
York in the next six hours. With professional killers on
her trail, and a family secret to uncover, LJ flees her old
life in a deadly race against time.
"When the Nazi Blitzkrieg subjugated Europe in World
War II, London became the safe haven for the leaders of
seven occupied countries--France, Belgium, Holland,
Luxembourg, Norway, Czechoslovakia, and Poland--who
fled there to avoid imprisonment and set up governments
in exile to commandeer their resistance efforts. The lone
hold-out against Hitler's offensive, Britain became a
beacon of hope to the rest of Europe, as prominent
European leaders like French general Charles De
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Gaulle, Queen Wilhelmina of Holland, and King Haakon
of Norway competed for Winston Churchill's attention
while trying to rule their embattled countries from the
precarious safety of 'Last Hope Island'"--Provided by
publisher.
A leading political analyst navigates an unfamiliar terrain
of what it means to be a conservative in the Trump Era in
Still Right. Since 2016, “conservative” has come to
mean “supportive of the policies of the Trump
Administration": building his "wall," enacting ruinous
tariffs and limiting trade, alienating our allies and
kowtowing to dictators, spending wildly, and generally
doing the very opposite of what conservatism actually
calls for. As a result, millions of Americans are struggling
to reconcile their lifelong political identities with what their
traditional political party now stands for. Rick Tyler,
MSNBC's leading conservative analyst, shows they are
still the ones in the right by making the case for real
conservatism, one grounded in principles of liberty, the
history of freedom, and simple reason. He explains why
it's necessary to have a global view of the economy—and
how that includes immigration. He demonstrates the
need for protecting our nation with a strong military as
well as protecting the planet itself. He discusses what
conservatism really asks when it comes to children,
healthcare, taxes and elections. In the end he reclaims
conservatism for conservatives—and proves that it's the
best way forward for America.

Trivia-on-Book: Mr. Mercedes: A Novel by Stephen
King Take the challenge yourself and share it with
friends and family for a time of fun! The King is back
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and he is bringing with him a new series. Mr.
Mercedes is the first book in a new exciting series by
horror legend, Stephen King. This "Bill Hodges"
series explores what happens when a vicious killer
willfully commits mass murder in a small run-down
town in America's Heartland. The killer earns his
name, Mr. Mercedes, when he guns down a group of
people with his stolen Mercedes. Not only does he
drive through a crowd of people, he backs up and
aims for the ones he missed. The murder gains a
wealth of notoriety and only Bill Hodges, a retired
cop, can stand in the way of the evil returning for
more victims. This time the killer won't be content
with just a small crowd of people; this time, the killer
is aiming for thousands of victims all at once. Can
Bill Hodges catch the killer as he tries to outrun his
own haunted past? Will it be, as he fears, too late to
save anyone from the evil in the shape of a
Mercedes? Only King knows for sure and his Edgar
Award winning novel, Mr. Mercedes is our first
introduction into the new world of Bill Hodges. You
may have read the book, but not have liked it. You
may have liked the book, but not be a fan. You may
call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan?
Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia
quiz on the book for readers, students, and fans
alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the
book or would like to take the challenge yourself and
share it with your friends and family for a time of fun,
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Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach to Mr.
Mercedes by Stephen King that is both insightful and
educational! Features You'll Find Inside: • 30
Multiple choice questions on the book, plots,
characters and author • Insightful commentary to
answer every question • Complementary quiz
material for yourself or your reading group • Results
provided with scores to determine "status" Promising
quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite
book!
Two brothers and a friend find $4 million in the
cockpit of a downed plane. The pilot is dead. No one
is looking for the money. To keep it, all they have to
do is wait. It all sounded so simple.
This book analyses the 1980s as a nuclear decade,
focusing on British and United States fiction.
Ranging across genres including literary fiction,
science fiction, post-apocalyptic fiction, graphic
novels, children’s and young adult literature, thrillers
and horror, it shows how pressing nuclear issues
were, particularly the possibility of nuclear war, and
how deeply they penetrated the culture. It is
innovative for its discussion of a “nuclear
transatlantic,” placing British and American texts in
dialogue with one another, for its identification of a
vibrant young adult fiction that resonates with more
conventionally studied literatures of the period and
for its analysis of a “politics of vulnerability”
animating nuclear debates. Placing nuclear literature
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in social and historical contexts, it shows how novels
and short stories responded not only to nuclear
fears, but also crystallised contemporary debates
about issues of gender, the environment, society and
the economy.
THE RANDOM HOUSE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DICTIONARY MORE THAN 700,000 CLUES AND
ANSWER WORDS! THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
POCKET CROSSWORD DICTIONARY ON THE
MARKET! COMPREHENSIVE More clue words,
special categories, and subcategories than any
comparable dictionary In-depth coverage of people,
places, and things AUTHORITATIVE Extensive
coverage of modern history, popular culture, politics,
literature, sports, and much more General
vocabulary and synonyms checked against the
voluminous Random House dictionary and thesaurus
files CLEARLY ORGANIZED Clue words and clue
information printed in easy-to-spot bold typeface All
answer words grouped by their number of letters
The Stephen King Companion provides a look inside
Stephen King's world. Fully illustrated with
photographs and artwork, the book is a detailed look
not only at Stephen King himself and his personal
life, but his professional life as a writer. FromCarrie
(1974) to Revival (2014), this book covers four
decades of King in print, as well as his juvenalia
output, starting at age nine when he attempted to get
a short story published, titled "Jhonathan and the
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Witches." The cornerstone of any King library, this
book will appeal to veteran fans and new readers
alike, especially since his film/tv adaptations and
prolific output continue to bring new generations into
his fold.
Now in a mass-market paperback premium
edition—the instant #1 New York Times bestseller!
Stephen King delivers an “outstanding” (USA
TODAY) collection of stories, featuring revelatory
autobiographical comments on when, why, and how
he came to write (or rewrite) each story. “I’ve made
some things for you, Constant Reader. …Feel free to
examine them, but please be careful. The best of
them have teeth.” Since Nightshift, published thirtyfive years ago, Stephen King has dazzled an entire
generation of readers with his genius as a prominent
writer of short fiction. Now in his latest collection, he
once again assembles a generous array of
unforgettable, tantalizing tales—including those that,
until recently, have never been published in a book
(such as the story “Cookie Jar,” which is exclusive
to this edition). There are thrilling connections
between these works—themes of mortality, the
afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we
could see into the future or correct the mistakes of
the past. Magnificent, eerie, and utterly compelling,
The Bazaar of Bad Dreams is one of Stephen King’s
finest gifts to readers everywhere—a master
storyteller at his very best.
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Describes how a strain of a lethal, infectious,
previously unknown virus showed up in 1989 at a
Virginia laboratory and the efforts of a military
biohazard SWAT team to identify and prevent the
spread of the virus
A biografia de um dos escritores mais populares e
intrigantes do mundo. Com mais de 300 milhões de
livros vendidos e mais de 50 prêmios por suas obras,
Stephen King tornou-se parte da história da cultura pop,
reverenciado por críticos e milhões de fãs em todo o
planeta. Mas quem é o homem por trás de clássicos do
terror, suspense e sobrenatural como "O Iluminado",
"Carrie, a Estranha" e "A Zona Morta"? De onde vêm os
seus fantasmas? O que assombra e inspira o homem
que assusta e fascina tanta gente pelo mundo afora? E
o que o leva a continuar a escrever, em ritmo alucinante,
após uma carreira de quase quatro décadas? Nesta
obra indicada ao Prêmio Edgar Allan Poe de Melhor
Biografia, a jornalista Lisa Rogak nos conduz, com rigor
e cuidado, pelo universo peculiar de Stephen King.
Reconstitui sua infância difícil - marcada pelo ausência
do pai -, revela seus medos, resgata os primeiros
contatos do jovem king com a escrita e sua luta contra a
dependência química. Uma saga impressionante da
pobreza à fortuna, da solidão à consagração. "Stephen
King - A Biografia - Coração Assombrado" é uma aula
sobre como encarar os monstros e fantasmas da vida
real e dominá-los na ficção.
From legendary storyteller and #1 bestseller Stephen
King, whose “restless imagination is a power that cannot
be contained,” (The New York Times Book Review)
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comes a thrilling new novel about a good guy in a bad
job. Billy Summers is a man in a room with a gun. He’s
a killer for hire and the best in the business. But he’ll do
the job only if the target is a truly bad guy. And now Billy
wants out. But first there is one last hit. Billy is among the
best snipers in the world, a decorated Iraq war vet, a
Houdini when it comes to vanishing after the job is done.
So what could possibly go wrong? How about
everything. This spectacular can’t-put-it-down novel is
part war story, part love letter to small town America and
the people who live there, and it features one of the most
compelling and surprising duos in King fiction, who set
out to avenge the crimes of an extraordinarily evil man.
It’s about love, luck, fate, and a complex hero with one
last shot at redemption. You won’t put this story down,
and you won’t forget Billy.
The amount and range of brand related literature
published in the last fifty years can be overwhelming for
brand scholars. This Companion provides a uniquely
comprehensive overview of contemporary issues in
brand management research, and the challenges faced
by brands and their managers. Original contributions
from an international range of established and emerging
scholars from Europe, US, Asia and Africa, provide a
diverse range of insights on different areas of branding,
reflecting the state of the art and insights into future
challenges. Designed to provide not only a
comprehensive overview, but also to stimulate new
insights, this will be an essential resource for
researchers, educators and advanced students in
branding and brand management, consumer behaviour,
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marketing and advertising.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author, legendary
storyteller, and master of short fiction Stephen King
comes an extraordinary collection of four new and
compelling novellas—Mr. Harrigan’s Phone, The Life of
Chuck, Rat, and the title story If It Bleeds—each pulling
you into intriguing and frightening places. The novella is
a form King has returned to over and over again in the
course of his amazing career, and many have been
made into iconic films, including “The Body” (Stand By
Me) and “Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption”
(Shawshank Redemption). Like Four Past Midnight,
Different Seasons, and most recently Full Dark, No
Stars, If It Bleeds is a uniquely satisfying collection of
longer short fiction by an incomparably gifted writer.
YAHWEH (The LORD God) and His Son YAHSHUAH
(Jesus Christ) made statements with regard to
Eschatology that have been “Spiritualized” for over a
Millennium, which has led to the belief in Universalism,
the belief that YAHSHUAH died for EVERYONE. Well,
after one studies the original languages of the Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Greek, the message of the Kingdom of
God was preached to and accepted by a certain House
in the Bible. The other House rejected this message, and
YAHSHUAH punished that House by taking the Kingdom
away from them and giving It to another nation bringing
forth fruit. There are only the House of Israel, the House
of Judah, and the House of David, mentioned in the
Bible. All three existed then, as they do today. However,
most of today’s Babylonian Priesthood/Churchianity
refuses to accept the secular historical position with
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regard to the House of Israel, and who they are today.
The people groups, which YAHWEH and YAHSHUAH
addressed, still exist today. However, these people are
all mixed-up, and known by different names, but they DO
exist. This book goes back to the origin of these people
groups in the Bible, and brings them forward to the
present using their old names, in order to understand
Eschatology. This brings us to the major question of, “Is
the Bible only about Israel?” And, if so, how does it
affect our Eschatology today? This book answers these
hard questions...
SPRING, 1987: Justine Knox and her fiancé, Alex Van
Huss, exit a dark movie theater and quickly find
themselves in the midst of a torrential, Indiana
thunderstorm. Trapped outside in the elements, Alex
leads Justine on a shortcut through a rundown apartment
complex and into their worst nightmare... As the two of
them rush through the woods behind the apartment
buildings, they come across David Hawkins—a distraught,
out-of-his-mind drug addict—burying the bodies of his
wife and her lover. Unfortunately for the two young
lovers, David Hawkins takes out all of his hate and anger
on Justine and Alex. After murdering Alex, David rapes
Justine and leaves her for dead... Shortly after the
horrible incident in the woods, Justine learns that she is
pregnant, and the only man that could possibly have
impregnated her is the monster that raped her and killed
her fiancé. With the support of her parents, Justine
makes the difficult decision to have an abortion...
Unbeknownst to Justine, she would have given birth to
twins... SPRING, 2005: Nearly twenty years later, with a
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new name and a family of her own, Adrienne Morgan
(formerly Justine Knox) wants nothing more than to
forget that fateful night eighteen years in the past. A
chance encounter in the local grocery store will shatter
all of that... Is Adrienne losing her mind, as her loving
husband and children suspect, or is she being haunted:
stalked by fragments from her past long dead and
buried?
Strange Divisions and Alien Territories explores the subgenres of science fiction from the perspectives of a
range of top SF authors. Combining a critical viewpoint
with the exploration of the challenges and opportunities
facing authors working in the field, contributors include
Michael Swanwick, Catherine Asaro and Paul di Filippo.
2014 marks the 40th anniversary of the publication of
Stephen King?s first novel Carrie in April 1974. Rescued from
the rubbish by his wife Tabitha, the novel launched the Maine
schoolteacher on a prolific and extraordinarily successful
career. His name has become synonymous with horror and
suspense through over fifty works, including The Dark Tower,
a retelling of Byron?s Childe Harold to the Dark Tower Came.
Simpson traces the writer?s life from his difficult childhood ?
his father went out to the shops and never came back ?
through his initial books under the pseudonym Richard
Bachman to the success of Carrie, Salem?s Lot and The
Shining in the 1970s, and beyond. He examines how King?s
writing was affected by the accident that nearly killed him in
1999 and how his battles with alcohol and addiction to
medication have been reflected in his stories. The guide will
also take a look at the very many adaptation?s of King?s
work in movies, on television and radio, and in comic books.
Colin Scott is a top literary agent at a firm representing some
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of the biggest names in publishing. He's worked hard to reach
this place, yet now it seems routine and aggravating. On top
of the creeping cynicism in his professional life, Colin and his
wife are desperate to have a baby. As the pressure mounts,
he finds himself questioning almost every decision he's ever
made. And he seems to be having a nervous breakdown.
Then disaster strikes. On a much-needed vacation in Mexico,
his wife's parasail malfunctions and she plunges to her death.
From that point on, Colin's life goes from bad to worse as he
loses his job and, apparently, his mind.
In this Anansi Digital Publication, James Laxer takes the
pulse of America from the vantage point of Southern
California at a time when the United States is riven with
debates about immigration, guns, and how to tackle the
economic crisis. From his perch in a little cottage in wealthy
La Jolla on the outskirts of San Diego, Laxer talked to local
people in the winter of 2013 on the streets, in cafes, at a gun
shop, onboard an aircraft carrier, outside Mitt Romney’s new
monster house, and on a beach, where people and seals
dispute ownership of the terrain. Laxer explored the region
and wrote a daily diary, drawing on his long experience of
traveling in the United States and analyzing American issues.
His best selling book, Stalking the Elephant: My Discovery of
America was described by Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist
for the Boston Globe, David Shribman, as "a book by a
Canadian that can change the United States." The book was
by published by the New Press in New York under the title
Discovering America: Travels in the Land of Guns, God and
Corporate Gurus. In Travels Through the Golden State, Laxer
provides an outsider’s look at the issues that are dividing the
United States in the early days of Barack Obama’s second
term.
Contributors analyze the theme of violence in the film
adaptations of Stephen King’s work, ranging from his earliest
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movies to the most recent, through a variety of lenses.
Users are easily distracted by other temptations on their
devices, multitasking is rampant, and screens coax us to skim
rather than read in-depth. What is more, if the way we read is
changing, so is the way we write. In response to changing
reading habits, many authors and publishers are producing
shorter works and ones that don't require reflection or close
reading. In her tour through the new world of eReading,
Baron weights the value of reading physical print versus
online text, including the question of what long-standing
benefits of reading might be lost if we go overwhelmingly
digital. She also probes how the internet is shifting reading
from being a solitary experience to a social one, and the
reasons why eReading has taken off in some countries,
especially the United States and United Kingdom, but not
others, like France and Japan.
El libro definitivo sobre Stephen King. Un viaje sin retorno por
la vida y la obra del rey del terror. ¿Sabías que Stephen King
repitió curso cuando era niño? ¿O que su primer empleo fue
en una gasolinera? ¿Habías oído alguna vez que solo cobró
un dólar como anticipo por su novela Christine para que la
editorial pudiese invertir dinero en autores noveles? Todo
sobre Stephen King nos descubre a uno de los autores más
prolíficos y de mayor éxito de nuestro tiempo. Una obra llena
de curiosidades y material inédito, imprescindible para
entender el mundo del escritor que popularizó la pasión por
la lectura: los primeros relatos que escribió de niño, sus
poesías y sus novelas inacabadas; el viejo ejemplar de
Lovecraft que marcó su vida; los objetos más buscados por
los coleccionistas, el simbolismo de La Torre Oscura; su
infancia en una caravana, con la pobreza siempre
acechándole; el abandono de su padre; su personalidad
introvertida; el grave accidente que casi acaba con su vida; el
asiduo rechazo por parte de las editoriales y, por fin, como un
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giro del destino, el éxito y el reconocimiento merecidos
cuando su mujer rescató de la papelera parte de un
manuscrito que él había desechado: Carrie. Si aún no eres
un ferviente lector de Stephen King, no te preocupes, esta
obra te convertirá en uno.
Beyond the Beach examines the Allied air war against France
in 1944. During this period, General Dwight David
Eisenhower, as Supreme Allied Commander, took control of
all American, British, and Canadian air units and employed
them for tactical and operational purposes over France rather
than as a strategic force to attack targets deep in Germany.
Using bombers as his long-range artillery, he directed the
destruction of bridges, rail centers, ports, military installations,
and even French towns with the intent of preventing German
reinforcements from interfering with Operation Neptune, the
Allied landings on the Normandy beaches. Ultimately, this air
offensive resulted in the death of over 60,000 French civilians
and an immense amount of damage to towns, churches,
buildings, and works of art. This intense bombing operation,
conducted against a friendly occupied state, resulted in a
swath of physical and human destruction across northwest
France that is rarely discussed as part of the D-Day landings.
This book explores the relationship between ground and air
operations and its effects on the French population. It
examines the three broad groups that the air operations
involved, the doctrine and equipment used by Allied air force
leaders to implement Eisenhower’s plans, and each of the
eight major operations, called lines of effort, that coordinated
the employment of the thousands of fighters, medium
bombers, and heavy bombers that prowled the French skies
that spring and summer of 1944. Each of these sections
discusses the operation's purpose, conduct, and effects upon
both the military and the civilian targets. Finally, the book
explores the short and long-term effects of these operations
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and argues that this ignored narrative should be part of any
history of the D-Day landings.
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